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Welcome to the Material Science & Metallurgical Engineering subject guide.

This guide will provide students, researchers and staff with access to subject and information resources.

---

**News and Announcements**

- University of Pretoria staff and students: Enter our "LOVE of reading" competition! Tell us which book touched you and stand a chance of winning an Eros Florist voucher worth R500!
- **UP students!** Do you have an innovative idea, approach, or best practice which can solve

---

**Shelve numbers for Metallurgy books**

Metallurgical engineering books can be found at the following shelve numbers:

Open collection: 669

In the reference section the books with start with the letter N, e.g. **N669**

---

**Office hours**

Please make an appointment via email: lesego.makahola@up.ac.za

Monday - Friday
Assignment

Analyze the pyrometallurgical processes to extract copper from gold-copper ore.
Keywords

Analyze the pyrometallurgical processes to extract copper from gold-copper ore
Where to search

- Encyclopaedias and reference works
- Handbooks
- Research articles
- Internet
Metallurgical Engineering: Books

How to search for a book:
- Library orientation brochure

Catalogue:
- UP Library Catalogue

E-reference books:
- McGraw-Hill's Access Engineering

McGraw-Hill's Access Engineering is a dynamic source of content providing practicing engineers and students an innovative tool to find the answers they need to solve critical engineering problems. Access Engineering features integrated access to thousands of pages of content from such renowned resources as the Materials handbook.

UPSpace:
- UPSpace: Metallurgical engineering

International thesis and dissertations:
- Proquest Dissertations & Theses Full Text
- Sabinet
- NDLTD: Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations
- Nexus Database System (NRF)

E-book platforms:
- Knovel Library
  Knovel provides general reference and best practice insights, process and design applications, material and substance properties data, and equations for specific engineering disciplines.
  - ScienceDirect
  Science Direct is a leading full-text scientific database offering journal articles and book chapters from nearly 2,500 journals and more than 30,000 books.
Search University of Pretoria Libraries and beyond.

pyrometallurgy
Interlending
To request resources that are not available at UP

Libraries Worldwide
Interlending Request (Pre-ReQuest)
Electronic books

Metallurgical Engineering: Books

How to search for a book
- Library orientation brochure

E-reference books
- McGraw-Hill's Access Engineering
McGraw-Hill's Access Engineering is a dynamic source of content providing practicing engineers and students an innovative tool to find the answers they need to solve critical engineering problems. Access Engineering features integrated access to thousands of pages of content from such renowned resources as the Materials handbook.

Catalogue
- UP Library Catalogue
- Sabinet
- Discovery Services
- E-Book Collections

UPSpace
- UPSpace: Metallurgical engineering

E-book platforms
- Knovel Library
Knovel provides general reference and best practice insights, process and design applications, material and substance properties data, and equations for specific engineering disciplines.
- ScienceDirect
Science Direct is a leading full-text scientific database offering journal articles and book chapters from nearly 2,500 journals and more than 30,000 books.
Knovel library

Save Time with an Account
Work smarter, faster, and more conveniently... your place and your pace.

- Anywhere, anytime access
- Organize bookmarks
- Share links with colleagues
- Add personal notes to documents

Knovel at a Glance
Instant access to thousands of materials and millions of properties.

Featured
Download our mobile app to search and read engineering technical references anywhere, even when you're offline.
Pyrometallurgy

[Dictionary/Encyclopedia] pyrometallurgy
From Dictionary of Metals (2012)

...pyrometallurgy. High-temperature winning or refining of metals....

[Dictionary/Encyclopedia] Pyrometallurgy

...production of zinc and mercury. 3. Concluding Remarks Pyrometallurgy will continue to be the extractive method of choice for treating high-grade ores, such as iron ore. However, in the case of low-grade ores, a combination of hydrometallurgical... More ▼

[CHAPTER] 1.2.1 Pyrometallurgy
From Membrane-Based Separations in Metallurgy - Principles and Applications (2017)

...amount of impurities. For requirements on highly purified metals, zone melting is used. Pyrometallurgy has been intensively used for production of copper, zinc, nickel, etc. The technologies for these metals are relatively mature.... More ▼
reduction, oxidation blowing, and matte smelting. With these operations, the separation of target metals and impurities is achieved.

The thermal energy for the pyrometallurgical process is in most cases supplied by fuel burning, and sometimes by exothermic reaction inherent of the chemical reactions. For the latter, an example is oxidizing roasting and smelting of sulfide ore. In addition, thermal reduction of metal is a self-heating process. Refining is used to remove the small amount of impurities. For requirements on highly purified metals, zone melting is used.

Pyrometallurgy has been intensively used for production of copper, zinc, nickel, etc. The technologies for these metals are relatively mature. The flow diagram for copper pyrometallurgy is shown in [Fig. 1.1]. The principal procedures include copper matte generation by smelting, copper blister formation by blowing, fire refining, and electrolytic refining. Blistер copper oxidation is refined in reverberatory furnace, followed by cast of copper anode for electrolytic refining.
Knovel offers the following tools to help you find materials and properties data:

**Material Property Search**

Also known as Data Search, find material and property information from technical references.

Open Material Property Search

**Knovel Data Analytics Beta**

Visual and interactive search of NIST pure compounds database for chemicals and their properties.

Open Chemical Materials Search
Material Property Search

[MATERIAL OR SUBSTANCE NAME: H40270]

Drag and Drop Properties Here

Items dropped here will be added to your query.

As you build your property search, your result count will appear here.

Filter by Property Name

Expand all

- Chemical Properties
- Dimensional Properties
- Electrical Properties
- Electrochemical Properties
- Energy And Power
- Environmental Characteristics
- Fiber Properties
- Food And Nutrition
- Geography
- Hazard-related Properties
- Magnetic Properties
- Material Composition
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Phase equilibria in the pyrometallurgy of sulfide ores
T Rosenqvist - Metallurgical Transactions B, 1978 - Springer
Abstract: Although reaction kinetics and process dynamics may greatly affect the engineering of pyrometallurgical processes, the limits of what can be achieved are set by the equilibrium relations. After a discussion of some experimental techniques this lecture reviews the phase equilibria.
Cited by 59 Related articles All 3 versions Web of Science: 43 Import into RefWorks Save More

High power ultrasonics in pyrometallurgy: current status and recent development
SV Komarov, M Kusaba, OV Abramov - ISIJ International, 2005 - jlc.jst.go.jp
In recent years, a large number of studies have been published on the use of high intensity ultrasonics in various high temperature technologies. This paper provides an overview of the recent achievements and ongoing works on the application of high intensity sound waves to the pyrometallurgical process.
Cited by 60 Related articles All 8 versions Web of Science: 30 Import into RefWorks Save More

Phase relationships in the pyrometallurgy of copper
JF Elliott - Metallurgical Transactions B, 1976 - Springer
Thermodynamic data in the literature relating to phase relationships in the Cu-Fe-O-SiO2 system have been reviewed critically. These phase relationships in the range of 1100 to 1350°C for the binary, ternary and quaternary systems that are components of the quinary
Cited by 51 Related articles All 7 versions Web of Science: 33 Import into RefWorks Save More
Scopus

Scopus is the largest abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed literature: scientific journals, books and conference proceedings. Delivering a comprehensive overview of the world’s research output in the fields of science, technology, medicine, social sciences, and arts and humanities, Scopus features smart tools to track, analyze and visualize research.
pyrometallurgical processes

E.g., "heart attack" AND stress
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Journal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparative assessment of metallurgical recovery of metals from electronic waste with special emphasis on bioleaching</td>
<td>Priya, A., Halt, S.</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Environmental Science and Pollution Research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Find E-Journal


Harvard referencing style
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Library</th>
<th>Access Status</th>
<th>Edition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Metallurgical and materials transactions. A. Physical metallurgy and materials science.</td>
<td>University of Pretoria Libraries</td>
<td>Access online</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Metallurgical and materials transactions. E. Materials for energy systems.</td>
<td>University of Pretoria Libraries</td>
<td>Access online</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Metallurgical transactions.</td>
<td>University of Pretoria Libraries</td>
<td>Access online</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All references are held by the University of Pretoria Libraries.

View all editions: [View all editions](#)
Assignment and Research support

- Assignment support
- Research support

Research commons

- Research commons

Publishing tools

- Accredited journals

Accredited journals are recognized research output which meet specified criteria and therefore qualify for subsidisation by the Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET). To receive subsidy or recognition for an article you have written, you should select a journal which is accredited from one of the lists below.

- ISI Web of Science (International)
- IBSS (For the social sciences)
- DHET (South Africa)

- Citation reports

Please contact your information specialist to obtain journal citation reports.
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